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VO:  The Speaker is  
Mr. Siu Pui Fung, Manager of Hitachi Elevator Engineering Company (Hong Kong) Limited 
His presentation topic is “Risk Management of Lift Modernization Works” 

 
Mr. Siu: First of all, thanks to the Housing Authority(HA)  

for giving us the chance today to share our insights and experiences on safety 
My surname is Siu, and I am a representative from Hitachi Elevator 
In the 21st century 
lifts are an indispensable part of tall buildings and skyscrapers 
Some lifts might have aged, but through lift modernization 
we can enhance their safety, comfort and energy efficiency 
 
Like other engineering works 
lift modernisation involves some works safety risks 
accidents are possible 
As a lift contractor, we have devised some strategies addressing these risks 
in order to improve safety and prevent accidents 
We have to know the risks involved in lift engineering works 
  
We can firstly review some serious accidents related to lift works 
One of them happened in November 2017 at a site in Tsim Sha Tsui 
 
a worker had his leg trapped between the counterweight 
and an I-beam inside the lift shaft 
His leg was injured and unluckily died the next day after he was saved 
The other incident happened in October 2019 at a site in Tuen Mun 
where a worker was trapped to death by a moving lift car 
 
while installing the lift inside the lift shaft 
Apart from installation works 
accidents have also happened during maintenance 
One case happened in November 2017 
while inspecting the lift pit on the ground-floor lobby 
the worker was trapped to death by a suddenly moving lift car 
Another maintenance worker was also trapped to death by a moving lift car 
while he was checking and repairing a lift 
Let us take a look at these drawings 
Actually, the deadliest cause in lift works is 
when the human body is trapped by a moving lift car or a counterweight 
You can take a look at these drawings from newspaper cuttings 
In addition, there are also other hazards in lift works 



The main hazard, apart from getting trapped 
is having a limb trapped inside a moving part 
While working inside the lift shaft 
objects or tools could fall from height and hit the worker 
Also, some working at height is involved in lift works 
so there is also a risk of falling from height 
Lift works also involve electricity and hence electrical shocks 
Hot works are often carried out in the lift shaft 
for example welding works, which can cause fire 
We need to devise strategies to prevent these accidents  
Let us take a look at how these accidents happened 
Please watch these videos first 
They were about how human limbs can be trapped inside moving parts 
This worker was doing some lift maintenance work 
but he missed some steps in his work 
such as switching off the lift in the foremost  
He came into contact with some moving parts while working 
as you saw in the video, it was the sheave 
If a passenger unknowingly pressed for the lift outside 
then the lift would move and trap the worker’s hand 
and his hand was injured 
Another hazard is falling objects, which could hit the workers 
From this video, you can see 
a worker was working in the lift machine room 
and there was a lot of gravel beside him 
There were also some holes on the floor of the lift machine room 
The lift suspension ropes and electric wires run through the holes 
If these holes are not covered properly 
and if we do not pay attention, tools and loose items could fall inside the shaft 
and hit the workers working inside 
Other situations could happen inside the lift shaft 
A worker stepped on a platform plank that was not fixed properly 
and the plank suddenly moved, so he fell to the bottom of the pit 
This could lead to serious injury or death 
In terms of lift modernisation works, we have even more factors to consider 
 
This is because lift modernization 
usually occur inside a building that is already in use 
Residents and tenants pass in and out regularly 
So, at planning and construction stages 
engineering team has to consider the potential risks the project poses to residents and passers-
by 
Let us see what safety management measures can be adopted 
for a lift modernization project 
First, we have to protect the safety of residents and passers-by 
so we will post notices with relevant information within the works area 
informing passers-by and residents of what they should pay attention to 
when they pass by the site 
Whenever possible, we keep the gate of the barriers closed 
 
to prevent our work from affecting residents and passers-by 
Under these circumstances, we will also assign more staff to conduct inspections 
If we find that we are affecting passers-by or residents adversely 
We will correct it as soon as possible  
Also, we follow the lockout tagout procedure strictly 



In principle, our workers must turn off the power during  work 
so they are not allowed to carry out live work 
After turning  off the power, we require our colleagues 
to complete the lockout tagout procedure 
This lockout tagout procedure 
can prevent the lift from suddenly powering on or operating suddenly 
Lockout tagout can also prevent workers from being trapped 
or having their limbs trapped by moving parts or electrocuted 
We now use gondolas to carry out alteration works 
In the past, workers had to climb or sit on the metal scaffolding 
which involved a risk of falling from height or falling objects 
Using gondolas in our alteration works 
ensures that workers have a safe working platform to work on 
Gondolas are elevated electrically with proper fences and toe boards 
as well as all sorts of safety switches 
There is more space for work and for placing our tools 
so they reduce the risk of falling from height and falling objects 
Let us look at this picture on the right 
There are gangways where you get on or off the gondola 
This is different from scaffold which we had to climb 
Also, when carrying out lift alterations 
we use a vertical biparting gate for the lift shaft 
If a worker needs to take out  
the independent lifeline from inside the lift shaft 
he/she does not need to open the gate completely 
This reduces the risk of workers falling from height 
and it also prevents objects from falling down 
This was a photo of one of our colleagues collecting 
the independent lifeline hanging inside the lift shaft 
He chose to open only the top half of the gate 
and let the bottom half remain closed 
This reduces the risk of falling from height and falling objects 
Furthermore, while altering a lift 
or when carrying out lift modernisation 
we usually need to dismantle and remove the old lift 
The dismantling process poses a high risk to our workers 
who could get cut by the pieces and components 
So, for our workers who are in charge of dismantling 
We provide long-sleeved cut-resistant gloves 
that comply with EN388 standards to 
reduce the risk of being cut while doing dismantling work 
Also, we cover the holes on the floor of the machine room 
As you can see here 
There were wooden planks on top of the holes 
and they were secured using screws 
There were also stickers and warnings on top 
to remind workers of the risks of falling  
We provided enough anchorage points in this place 
where there was a risk of falling from height 
These points allowed workers to anchor the lanyard of their safety harness 
which helped to prevent falling from height  
We have also placed IP67 water-resistant plug-in boxes in working areas 
 
Ensuring our workers getting appropriate power safely for their tools 
and also preventing electrical shock 



To facilitate communication among workers 
we provide a walkie-talkie for each worker to prevent accidents 
caused by miscommunication or misunderstanding instructions 
Aside from these measures 
our company also strictly enforces a permit-to-work system 
This ensures before they start their work 
workers communicate to understand their work for the day 
what hazards are there? What are relevant strategies? 
This also gives them the opportunity to learn 
which colleagues on the team are working and their positions 
This prevents accidents due to a lack of communication or co-ordination 
Lastly, our firm greatly commends this safety practice developed in Japan 
Pointing and Calling 
We use fingers to point at a target and we call out loudly 
When we have to execute more important procedures 
such as switching on or off, or pressing the emergency button 
or turning on the power for a lift 
we require our colleagues to ‘point and call’ 
to help improve their mental concentration and focus 
So, how does ‘pointing and calling’ work? 
Put your hands on your hips, look at the target, point your finger at it 
This helps you concentrate and focus 
so it enhances your awareness and the accuracy of your work 
and in turn, this helps reduce the likelihood of accidents 
OK, it is the end of my sharing 
Thank you 
 

VO:   Thank You For Watching   
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